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ABSTRACT
Intelligent devices such as smart phones, smart watches, virtual reality (VR) headsets and
personal exercise devices have become integral elements of accessories used by many people. The
ability of these devices to verify or identify the user could be applied for enhanced security and user
experience customization among other things. Almost all these devices have built-in inertial sensors
such as accelerometer and gyroscope. These inertial sensors respond to the movements made by the
user while performing day to day activities like walking, getting up and sitting down. The response
depends on the activity being performed and thus can be used for activity recognition. The response
also captures the user’s unique way of doing the activity and can be used as a behavioral biometric
for verification or identification.
The acceleration (accelerometer) and rate of rotation (gyroscope) are recorded in the device
coordinate frame. But to determine the user’s motion, these need to be converted to a coordinate
frame relative to the user. In most situations the orientation of the device relative to the user
can neither be controlled nor determined reliably. The solution to this problem requires methods
to remove the dependence on device orientation while comparing the signals collected at different
times.
In a vast of majority of research to date, the performance of authentication algorithms using
inertial sensors have been evaluated on small datasets with few tens of subjects, collected under
controlled placement of the sensors. Very often stand alone inertial sensors have been used to collect
v
the data. Stand alone sensors afford better calibration, while the sensors built into smart devices
offer little or no means of calibration. Due to these limitations of the datasets used, it is difficult
to extend the results from these research to realistic performance with a large number subjects and
natural placement of off-the-shelf smart devices.
This dissertation describes the Kabsch algorithm which is used to achieve orientation invari-
ance of the recorded inertial data, enabling better authentication independent of device orientation.
It also presents the Vector Cross Product (VCP) method developed to achieve orientation invariance.
Details of a realistic inertial dataset (USF-PDA dataset) collected with commercial smart
phones placed in natural positions and orientations using 101 subjects are given. The data includes
sessions from different days on a subset of 56 subjects. This would enable realistic evaluation of
authentication algorithms. This dataset has been made publicly available.
The performance of five methods that address the orientation dependence of signals are
compared to a baseline that performs no compensation for orientation of the device. The methods
as a part of a overall gait authentication algorithm are evaluated on the USF-PDA dataset men-
tioned above and another large dataset with more than 400 subjects. The results show that the
orientation compensation methods are able to improve the authentication performance on data with
uncontrolled orientation to be close to performance on data collected with controlled orientation.
The Kabsch method shows the highest improvement.
vi
CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Nowadays humans interact with a variety of smart devices such as smart phones, smart
watches, virtual reality systems and game controllers on a regular basis. If these devices can somehow
verify or determine the identity of the user, it would help them provide a better user experience by a
variety of enhancements including personalization and non-intrusive security. Instances of enhancing
user experience could be selecting favorite music to play or setting up parameters for exercising. Non-
intrusive verification could be used to provide access control to secure facilities, opening car doors
or turning off trusted connections and disabling sensitive applications on the device. Traditional
forms of user verification with username and password are intrusive and vulnerable to abuse and
misuse. Biometric based authentication mechanisms are becoming increasingly prevalent in these
applications due to their ease of use and relative immunity from abuse.
Verification is the act of confirming or denying a claim to identity. The verification is done
based on one or more of the the following factors. Often multiple elements from more than one
factor are used for applications demanding high security.
• Knowledge factors are based on knowledge only the the claimed identity would know, for
example passwords and secret questions. Most users tend to use simple passwords that are
easy to remember. But such passwords can be easily guessed or cracked using dictionary based
attacks in a short time. More complex passwords are easy to forget and may result in the
1
user losing access to the resource. Often one becomes aware of a compromised password only
after the damage is done.
• Possession factors depend on only the claimed identity having access to a physical object.
Examples of such objects are identity cards, keys and tokens. These need to be in one’s
possession whenever the access to the controlled resource is needed. Frequently each resource
requires a unique object, making it hard on the user to carry and maintain multiple objects.
On the positive side the loss of physical objects are more readily detected compared to loss of
passwords.
• Biometric factors depend on the uniqueness of biological characteristics of the claimed iden-
tity. DNA, fingerprint, face, voice and gait belong to this category. These form the basis of
biometric authentication. The advantage of these factors is that they are intrinsic to the user.
On the down side many of these features are subject to change with time requiring periodic
updates. If positive identification of an individual is required, biometric factors need to be
included in the authentication process.
Biometric authentication mechanisms can be based on physical characteristics of a person
(e.g. face, finger print, ears, iris) or behavioral characteristics (e.g. keyboard stroke dynamics, eye
motion, gait). For most physical biometrics, the user has to make a conscious effort to interact with
the sensor for reliable authentication. Since behavioral biometrics depend on the normal execution
of a natural action by the user, they tend to be less intrusive. This makes behavioral biometrics
well suited for scenarios where the user interaction is limited due to convenience or lack of cooper-
ation. Conversely physical characteristics tend to be more discriminatory compared to behavioral
2
characteristics. Consequently a combination of physical biometrics for initial authentication and
behavioral biometrics for continued verification thereon brings out the advantage of both modes.
1.2 Behavioral Biometrics
Behavioral biometrics have been used for recognizing people even before the computer was
invented. For instance, one can identify familiar persons such as family and friends by the way
walk, even from far away or under poor lighting. Signatures have been used in financial and legal
contexts for several centuries. Similarly handwriting analysis as a forensic tool has a long history.
As observed in the book by Dunstone [1], as early as the mid-nineteenth century, telegraph operators
were recognized by the manner in which they keyed the dash and dot patterns .
With the advent of computers and the growing need for reliable authentication mechanisms,
behavioral biometrics has been an active area of research for the past several decades. Behaviors
such as keystroke dynamics [2], mouse movement [3], eye movements (saccades) [4] and gait [5, 6]
have been investigated for their viability as biometrics. Each of the above behavioral biometric
has specific contexts of applicability. Keyboard dynamics and mouse movement are applicable only
when the user is in the process of interacting with the device. Saccades require proper lighting and
camera angle. Gait is preferred when the user is walking. As discussed in Patel et al. [7], continuous
authentication enhances the security of mobile phones and gait as measured using inertial sensors
(accelerometer/gyroscope) is one of the effective modalities for its implementation.
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1.3 Biometric Authentication Process
Biometric authentication process consists of two distinct phases. The first is the enrollment
or the registration phase. During enrollment biometric data is captured from the user and stored as a
template in the registration database (gallery) along with the assigned identity of the user. Cleanup,
normalization and feature extraction may also be performed during this process. The enrollment
typically happens once, when the user is inducted into the system. Re-enrollment may be necessary
in situations where the integrity of the biometric is compromised due to data loss, significant change
in the biometric characteristic of the user due to passage of time or similar reasons. The second
phase is the matching or query phase. In this phase, biometric data (probe) is captured from the
user and compared against the templates in the registration database.
Biometric authentication can be applied in two contexts. One is the verification context,
where the user (may or may not be registered) claims an identity in the gallery and the probe
is matched against the template corresponding to the claimed identity (one-to-one match). If the
match score is above an acceptance threshold, the claimed identity is confirmed. Typical applications
of the biometric verification are financial transactions and access control to buildings. The other
is the identification context, where the probe is compared against all the templates in the gallery
to find the best matches. The result is an ordered set of identities from the registration database
sorted from the best match to the poorest match. Applications of biometric identification include
screening at national borders and detection of duplicate enrollment for voter’s list or social benefits.
Continuous authentication is a special case of authentication, where the identity of the
user is verified several times a minute. The high frequency necessitates that the process is carried
on without explicit user interaction. Biometric based authentication methods are ideal for this
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application. Since only one user is continuously monitored, the gallery may be updated periodically
in a phased manner. If verification fails, a backup method such as password is used to reestablish
identity.
1.4 Performance Quantification of Biometric Authentication Systems
In the verification context, performance is dependent on two error rates, representing how
often a genuine claimant is denied acceptance (FNMR - False Non Match Rate) and how often
a spurious claimant is granted acceptance (FMR - False Match Rate). The performance is most
concisely reported as Equal Error Rate (EER), the error rate at the acceptance threshold where
FNMR equals FMR. EER relates to only one acceptance threshold, which may not be a suitable
operating point for the system. The performance can also be described by measures such as CCR
(Correct Classification Rate, accuracy) or TER (Total Error Rate, FMR + FNMR) for a range of
operating points. This is often graphically represented as the Receiver Operating Characteristics
(ROC) curve or Detection Error Trade-off (DET) curve which plot FNMR vs FMR at various
thresholds of acceptance.
In the identification context, the performance is represented by the Cumulative Match Char-
acteristic (CMC) curve, which plots the rank at which the correct identity was found. It is concisely
presented as rank-k identification rate which is the fraction of instances where the correct identity
is within the top ’k’ matches.
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1.5 Factors Affecting Biometric System Performance
The performance of a biometric system is affected by several intrinsic and extrinsic factors.
Some intrinsic factors such as noise and calibration errors are sensor related. The size of the
enrolled database is also an intrinsic factor having significant effect on the system’s performance.
In general as the database size increases, the probability of templates occupying the same feature
space increases, thereby decreasing the performance.
The extrinsic factors are related to the conditions under which the user data is captured.
There is passage of time between the data collection for registration and matching phases. In the
case of image based biometrics such as face recognition, the lighting or camera angle could change
or some facets of user appearance such as glasses, hairstyle or jewelery could be different. The
keystroke dynamics could be dependent on whether the user is typing a technical article or engaged
in a chat session with a friend. The gait could be affected by the walking surface, type of shoe,
clothing, mood or energy level of the user. In vision based and inertial sensor based systems, the
location and orientation of the sensor relative to the user significantly affects the signature of data
collected.
These extrinsic factors affecting the system performance are known as covariates. It is im-
practical to collect all potential variations of the contexts during the registration process. Hence
the biometric system has to compensate for many of these variations to maintain acceptable per-
formance. This is achieved by modeling these variations, extending the gallery with artificial data
or using features insensitive to these variations.
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Even in continuous authentication systems, where the elapsed time may be short between
gallery and probe data collection, accounting for the covariates would minimize the need for frequent
re-verification.
1.6 Orientation of Inertial Sensors
The inertial sensors measure their respective 3 dimensional data in a coordinate system
aligned with the device. The user’s actions should be measured in a coordinate system that has
a fixed relation to the user, to enable meaningful comparison between the data collected during
registration (gallery) and the data collected during query (probe). It is not reasonable to constrain
the orientation of the device relative to the user to achieve a consistent relationship between the
device and user coordinate frames, because this could affect the usability of the device. This
variation needs to be handled algorithmically to achieve a practical authentication framework based
on inertial gait dynamics.
1.7 Contributions
For inertial sensor based gait authentication to be of practical use, the authentication algo-
rithms should address the sensor orientation problem by using orientation invariant representation
of the signals. This dissertation introduces three orientation invariance methods never before used
in inertial gait research and demonstrates the error reduction due to them in two of the largest
publicly available inertial sensor based gait databases. Specific contributions of this dissertation
are:
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• A method to rotate the inertial sensor signals based on the Kabsch algorithm to make the
authentication process independent of device orientation.
• A method based on vector cross product to represent the signals in a canonical orientation
making the device orientation irrelevant.
• A method based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to represent the signals in a canon-
ical orientation making the device orientation irrelevant.
• A dataset of inertial sensor readings of 101 users performing various gait and non-gait activities
with a smart phone. The data was collected with natural placement of the device. Longitudinal
data covering elapsed time of up to 8 weeks on 56 subjects is also included.
• Evaluation of the following methods to handle the sensor orientation issue:
1. Using the magnitude of the 3D signals (MAG)
2. Transformation based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
3. Transformation based on Vector Cross Product (VCP)
4. A reduced version of the Gait Dynamics Image (rGDI)
5. Transformation based on Kabsch algorithm (KAB).
The evaluation is done against two of the largest publicly available inertial gait datasets.
1.8 Dissertation Overview
Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to the nature and measurement of human gait.
Chapter 3 introduces inertial sensor based gait authentication by providing a brief overview of
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inertial sensors and a detailed discussion of related research in that area including datasets and
algorithms. Chapter 4 details the steps of the authentication framework. Chapter 5 describes
the five strategies to achieve orientation invariance. Chapter 6 describes the USF-PDA dataset.
Chapter 7 describes the experiments based on the datasets and discusses the results. Chapter 8
provides concluding remarks and discusses possible future work.
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CHAPTER 2 : NATURE AND MEASUREMENT OF GAIT
2.1 Nature of Gait
Gait is characterized by the ensemble of motion of the various body parts such as feet,
legs, hips, torso and arms of the subject as they walk. The overall gait is the combined effect
of several factors including, physical structure (height and weight of the individual), physiological
and psychological conditions (pain, injury, energy level and mood), walking surface, clothing and
carriage (the nature of objects carried and the manner of carrying them).
Qualitatively gait appears to be a repetitive process, but even under controlled conditions
there are measurable temporal, spatial and dynamical variations in as little as a span of few steps.
These variations are organic in nature and are independent of the measurement method. Thus gait
should be treated as a quasi-periodic process. Externally the human body appears to have bilateral
symmetry on a gross scale. In reality often there are significant external differences such as unequal
lengths of limbs and internal differences such as variation in muscle tone. These differences exhibit
themselves as asymmetries in the gait pattern. While this can be a problem if the authentication
system assumes bilateral symmetry, these differences can be exploited as discriminants in a properly
designed gait authentication system.
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Table 2.1: Gait terminology
Term Description
Stance phase When a foot is in full contact with the walking surface and is stationary relative
to it.
Swing phase When the location of the foot is changing relative to the walking surface.
Heel strike The act of heel making contact with the surface at the end of swing phase and
leading to stance phase.
Toe off The act toe losing contact with the surface at the end of stance phase and leading
to swing phase
Step length The distance between the heel strike of one foot and the heel strike of the other.
Stride length The distance between successive heel strikes of the same foot.
Gait cycle The gait process between successive heel strikes of the same foot.
Cadence The periodic rate of gait cycles, measured in steps per minute or gait cycles per
minute.
2.2 Gait Terminology
Research of gait is performed in medical context for diagnostic and rehabilitation purposes.
The research using gait for biometric authentication has borrowed considerable terminology from
the medical field. A brief list of such terms is presented in Table 2.1.
2.3 Measurement of Gait
As with any other biometric modality, there are several factors that affect the characteristics
of gait signals. The nature of gait itself can be changed by internal factors such as injury and mood
or external factors such as passage of time, footwear, carriage and walking surface. Even if the
nature of gait remained the same, its measurement can be affected by factors such as lighting,
occlusion and position/orientation of the sensors.
Pressure sensors on the walking surface or integrated into footwear can be used to measure
and record the ground contact force pattern exerted by the feet. This technique has been used
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mostly in the medical field to characterize gait for diagnostic and rehabilitative purposes. Only
limited research has been performed using this modality for authentication purposes [8, 9, 10, 11].
Papavasileiou et al. [12] use a combination of smart socks with 3 Ground Contact Force sensors and
an anklet with accelerometer for multimodal authentication. One of the limitations of this modality
is its ability to characterize gait only during the duration of contact between the foot and walking
surface. It is also unduly affected by carriage of heavy objects, since it relies on ground contact
force. Identification rates upwards of 90% have been reported on small datasets [13, 14, 15].
Imaging based approaches have been extensively used for gait based authentication. This
approach is very close to how humans perceive gait. Additionally the rapid maturity and deployment
of various camera technologies in the past decades have spurred fast paced research in this area.
Many imaging modalities such as RGB/color, grayscale, infrared and depth have been evaluated
[6, 16, 17]. The use of multiple cameras to create 3 dimensional models or to be used as part
of fusion methods has been studied in [18, 19, 20]. Typically the cameras are static and capture
gait only when the subject is within the field of view. Identification rates of above 90% have been
reported on a few large datasets (100 or more subjects) [21]. Identification performances on certain
covariates such as walking surface and elapsed time have remained below 60% and 30% respectively.
Considerable research using this modality has resulted in several large datasets that are publicly
available. The public availability of good quality data has in turn spurred more research. SOTON
HID Gait dataset [22] contains 115 subjects mostly collected under controlled indoor conditions.
The USF Human ID dataset [19] encompasses 122 subjects collected outdoors with covariates such
as camera angle, shoe type, carriage, walking surface and elapsed time. CASIA-C dataset [23]
captured with night vision cameras has 153 subjects with walking speed variation. TUM-GAID
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dataset [24] has multi-modal recordings (audio, gray scale, depth) of 305 subjects. The OU-ISIR
large population dataset [25] collected using 2 cameras, contains more than 4000 subjects spanning
a wide range of ages.
Early research using the sound of footsteps for person identification was done by Shoji et
al. [26] has shown identification rates between 84% to 100% using only 5 subjects. Recent research
by Bours et al. [27] report an identification accuracy of 80% on a dataset of 12 subjects walking with
2 types of shoes. Hofmann et al. [24] report only a 44.5% identification rate using audio, compared
to 99.4% using video on the TUM-GAID dataset.
During normal walk, the feet alternately make contact with the ground. The impact of heel
contact is transmitted via the bones and tissues to the rest of the body. This can be sensed by
accelerometers suitably attached to the person. In addition the swinging of the legs involves change
in rate and direction of movement. The heel strike signals fade as the sensing location gets further
away from the feet. This impact is not transmitted well to the arms. However, the arms also go
through similar but out of phase swinging movements similar to the feet. These motions can be
recorded by accelerometers and gyroscopes in a smartwatch. The hips execute a rotating motion
synchronous with the feet. A smartphone in the pocket or a holster attached to hip can record its
effects using inertial sensors.
Inertial sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes attached to the subject are able to
record the dynamics of the body parts with sufficient accuracy to be of utility for authentication.
Commercial stand alone sensors and sensors integrated into smart phones have been evaluated for
this purpose. Commercial sensors provide more flexibility in calibration, have means (including
wireless) to transfer data to external devices but typically have very little compute capability. With
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built-in inertial sensors on smart phones, the need for external communication is obviated if the
authentication algorithms are efficient enough to be executed on the device’s processor itself. The
ZIU-GaitAcc dataset [28], OU-ISIR Inertial Gait dataset [29] and USF-PDA dataset [30] are the
only publicly available datasets with more than 100 subjects at this time.
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CHAPTER 3 : INERTIAL GAIT
3.1 Inertial Sensors
3.1.1 Principles of Operation
Inertial sensors, namely accelerometers and gyroscopes have been used for navigation over
the past couple of centuries. Over time they have found various additional applications. An ac-
celerometer measures proper acceleration, which is the instantaneous acceleration of a body in its
own inertial reference frame. Accelerometers are used in diverse areas including seismographs, inves-
tigation of mechanical vibrations, vehicle safety systems, orientation sensing of hand held devices,
image stabilization in cameras and drop detection in transport of packages. Gyroscopes measure
the rate of rotation (angular velocity). Applications of gyroscopes include attitude measurement of
spacecraft, stabilization of planes, ships and hand-held video recording devices.
An accelerometer is essentially an object of known mass (proof mass) attached to a spring.
When the system accelerates, the mass extends/compresses the spring due to inertia. Measurement
of the change in length of the spring enables computation of acceleration. Some factors that are
involved in the computation are spring constant (could be non-linear) and damping due to medium
surrounding the proof mass.
A conventional gyroscope is a rotating wheel mounted on gimbals with three degrees of
freedom. When the system rotates,the rate of rotation can be computed from the torque on the
gimbals. Another way to measure the rate of rotation is based on the Coriolis effect, as it is done
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of MEMS accelerometer implementations.
The left image shows a piezoresitor based implementation of a MEMS accelerometer. The peizoresistor measures the
deflection of the cantilever due to the displacement of the proof mass. The right image shows a MEMS implementation
based on capacitive transducer. The displacement of the proof mass changes the distance between the plates of the
capacitor and hence the resulting capacitance. Image reused from [32] under permission by CC BY 3.0.
with the Foucault pendulum. When a vibrating mass rotates about an axis not aligned with the
direction of vibration, the Coriolis effect causes it to exert a force on its support. The measurement
of this force enables the determination of rate of rotation. These are called vibratory rate gyroscopes.
3.1.2 MEMS Implementation
MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) have been used commercially since the 1980s.
They combine electrical and mechanical components of up to 100 micrometers of size, in a sin-
gle device. They contain mechanical sensors, sensing circuitry and often a processing circuit for
computations. The accelerometer was one of the earliest sensors to be implemented in MEMS for
crash detection in automobiles. Electrostatic or piezoelectric transducers are used to measure the
displacement of the proof mass. Shaeffer [31] provides a concise overview of MEMS inertial sensors.
3 axis inertial sensors are created by placing three single axis sensors orthogonal to each other.
3.1.3 Sensor Calibration
Inertial sensors are susceptible to the same errors common to many measuring devices.
These include bias and non-linearity. Bias is a non-zero output in the presence of a zero input.
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Non-linearity is the deviation of output from proportionality to input, especially at large values of
input. These errors arise due to multiple causes, some fixed, some stochastic and some temperature
dependent. In case of multiple sensors, misalignment also is a source of errors. This is caused by
the non-orthogonal placement of sensors due to manufacturing accuracies. This leads to cross-talk
between the measurement axes, where part of the motion measured by one sensor is also measured
by the other sensors.
In some applications such as dead reckoning (calculating current position based on previous
known position, acceleration measurements and equations of motion), sensor errors add up due
to integration process in the equations of motion and cause a drift in computed position. This is
especially true of the static fixed error. Such considerations make sensor calibration essential for
many practical applications. The integration process is less sensitive to random errors.
Calibration of accelerometers is performed by obtaining acceleration measurements in mul-
tiple orientations of the tri-axial sensor against a known acceleration (typically acceleration due
to gravity) and setting parameters for error model using the least square method [33]. Tedaldi
et al. [34] describe a multi-position scheme to calibrate MEMS tri-axial accelerometer-gyroscope
combination without the use of external equipment.
3.1.4 Android Sensors
The values measured by the built-in sensors in a smartphone are in reference to a coordinate
system in a fixed orientation relative to the device. The coordinate system for a Google Nexus
phone running the Android operating system is shown in Figure 3.2. The various tri-axial sensors
(accelerometer, gyroscope, gravity and magnetic field for example) share the same device coordinate
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system. The x, y and z components measured by the respective sensors are along the device
coordinate axes regardless of the device’s orientation relative to a terrestrial reference frame or a
user bound reference frame.
The Android Sensor Application Programming Interface (API) gives user developed software
access to the sensors for control and data readout. The sensors can be broadly divided into two cat-
egories, those that have a physical/hardware implementation (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetic
field and proximity for example) and those that have a virtual/software implementation (gravity
and orientation for example). The virtual sensors provide data by processing data from a combi-
nation of physical sensors. For instance, the gravity sensor uses the idea that the acceleration of
gravity near the device does not change rapidly. It assumes that the acceleration due to gravity
has a constant magnitude of 9.8 m/s2 and computes the direction based on a low pass filter on the
accelerometer data. Similarly the orientation is determined by integrating the rate of rotation data
from the gyroscope sensor. One can also set the nominal sampling rate for the sensors using the
API, but the actual sampling rate is dependent on the processor load.
3.2 Related Research in Inertial Gait
The research in inertial sensor based gait authentication can be considered under several
categories. One could analyze based on the parameters of data collection such as the number of sub-
jects, type and number of sensors used, sensor placement, sampling rate and covariates considered
to name a few. In terms of algorithmic details, research could be classified based on the nature of
signal preprocessing, segmentation methods, nature of features generated and classification methods
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Figure 3.2: Sensor coordinate system on an Android phone.
When holding the device upright in front, the positive X axis is directed towards the right side, the positive Y axis
is directed upwards and the positive Z axis is directed out of the screen.
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used. Gafurov (2007) [35], Derawi (2010) [36] and Sprager & Juric (2015) [37] provide excellent
surveys of inertial sensor based gait authentication.
3.2.1 Datasets
Datasets used for evaluation of authentication methods using inertial gait can be charac-
terized in several ways such as sensor type (standalone/built into smart device), sensor placement
(constrained or natural), sensor location (shirt pocket, trousers, holster, ankle, wrist etc.), number
of sensors (used for fusion), type of sensors (accelerometer alone or including gyroscope) and number
of subjects. Table 3.1 lists datasets used in inertial gait research with at least 25 subjects.
Understandably datasets created before the year 2010 are based on standalone IMUs (Inertial
Measurement Units). As the smartphones became more advanced, more datasets were created using
built-in inertial sensors in smartphones. Nevertheless two of the larger datasets, OU-ISIR-1 [29]
and ZJU-GaitAcc [28] are collected using IMUs, even though they were collected in 2014 and 2015
respectively. A vast majority of the earlier datasets contain only accelerometer data.
Several datasets [38, 28, 39] use multiple sensors placed simultaneously at different locations
in the body. These are suitable for evaluating sensor fusion. Few datasets such as [30] include data
from different sensor locations at different times. These are useful to evaluate the performance when
the sensor position is different between gallery and probe collection times. These datasets can also
be used to understand the authentication performance in relation to sensor placement.
When time is a covariate, the elapsed time is mostly between 20 to 30 days. This may
be acceptable for continuous authentication scenarios, where the gallery is updated frequently. To
evaluate other scenarios, datasets with longer elapsed time between collections are needed. Several
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Figure 3.3: Inertial gait authentication process
datasets [40, 41, 42] are collected with walking speed variations. Another dataset [43] includes
natural actions such as opening and closing doors during the walk performed for data collection.
Such datasets represent more realistic scenarios.
Sensor sampling rates varying from 16 Hz [44] to 400 Hz [45] have been used. The most
common sampling rate of 100 Hz as used in [46, 47, 48, 49, 50] appears to be sufficient to give
satisfactory results.
Often when IMUs are used for data collection, they are placed in a fixture attached to a
belt and firmly bound to the subject [51, 52, 39]. Performance on these datasets cannot be readily
extended to realistic scenarios. Several datasets using smartphones [53, 54] or smartwatches [30, 55,
56] place the devices in their natural positions such as pant pocket, holster or wrist.
3.2.2 Algorithms
The basic steps followed by inertial sensor based gait algorithms is shown in Figure 3.3.
Research related to algorithms can be classified based on the nature of implementation of the
various steps.
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Table 3.1: Chronological list of significant inertial gait datasets.
Year Dataset N Subjects Covariates Device Placement Gyro
2005 Ailisto [57] 36 Time IMU Waist back N
2007 Gafurov [58] 50 Carry IMU Pant pocket N
2008 Gafurov [59] 30 Shoe IMU Ankle N
2009 Gafurov [60] 100 Position IMU Ankle, Pocket,
Arm, Hip
N
2009 Pan [38] 30 Time, Position IMU Arm, Wrist,
Waist, Thigh,
Ankle
N
2010 Brandt [61] 40 Time, Speed Smartphone Hip N
2010 Bours [62] 60 Time IMU Hip N
2010 Frank [63] 25 Smartphone Pant pocket N
2010 Kwapisz [53] 36 Activity Smartphone Pant pocket N
2010 Derawi [64] 60 Time IMU L thigh N
2010 Derawi [65] 51 Time Smartphone Hip N
2011 Nickel [43] 48 Time Smartphone Hip N
2011 Kobayashi [66] 58 Smartphone Hand held N
2011 Trung [67] 32 Carry IMU Backpack N
2011 Nickel [40] 36 Time, Speed Smartphone Hip N
2012 Muaaz [41] 48 Surface, Speed Smartphone Hip N
2012 Juefei-Xu [68] 36 Speed Smartphone Pant pocket N
2013 Hoang [69] 38 Shoe, Orientation Smartphone Pant pocket N
2013 Derawi [70] 25 Speed Smartphone Pant pocket N
2014 Ngo [29] 744 IMU Hip Y
2014 Ngo [71] 47 Time, Carry, Ori-
entation
IMU Backpack N
2014 Crouse [72] 31 Time, Orienta-
tion, Speed
Smartwatch Pant pocket Y
2014 Primo [54] 30 Time, Position Smartphone Pant pocket,
Hand
N
2014 Muaaz [73] 35 Time Smartphone Pant pocket N
2015 Subramanian [30] 101 Time, Position Smartphone Pant pocket, Hol-
ster
Y
2015 Ngo [39] 460 Position, Activity IMU + Smart-
phone
Hip Y
2015 Johnston [55] 59 Smartwatch Wrist Y
2015 Zhang [28] 175 Time IMU Arm, Wrist,
Waist, Thigh,
Ankle
N
2015 Zhong [42] 51 Speed Smartphone Pant pocket(4),
Hand, Backpack
N
2017 Kork [74] 50 Speed IMU + Smart-
phone
Shirt pocket,
Pant pocket,
Wrist, Hand bag,
leg + Hand
Y
2017 Al-Naffakh [56] 60 Time Smartwatch Wrist Y
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3.2.2.1 Preprocessing
Sensors built into smart devices have a sampling rate dependent on processor load. Almost
all algorithms for inertial gait authentication depend on uniformly spaced samples. When multiple
sensors are used, they do not provide synchronous data. The data from various sensors need
to temporally aligned for sensor fusion to work. Noise from various sources (sensor electronics,
quantization, motion of device inside pocket) is present in the data. These issues are handled in the
preprocessing step.
Most of the research does not explicitly mention temporal alignment of sensor data. It is
common practice to consider only the timestamps included in a common time interval for all the
relevant sensors and produce uniformly sampled data. When data from standalone IMUs is used, it
is often at a uniform rate. Most authors have used simple linear interpolation to produce uniformly
spaced samples. Juefei-Xu et al. [68] use cubic splines for uniform sampling. Noise reduction has
been mostly accomplished using moving average filters. For example Derawi et al. [70] use a weighted
moving average filter. Some researchers have used wavelet transforms for noise reduction. Hoang
et al. [49] use wavelets to remove noise due to phone motion inside the pocket. Muaaz et al. [73]
remove unwanted sensor response to user interacting with the screen, using wavelet transform.
3.2.2.2 Segmentation
Segmentation is the process of dividing the sensor data into smaller contiguous sections. This
is especially meaningful in the context of continuous authentication. Longer sections of data while
possibly providing better authentication performance, increase the latency in the system reacting
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to a spurious user. Long latencies could become a security hole to be exploited. Segments can
correspond to fixed lengths of data (frames) or gait cycles or steps.
Frame based segmentation has been used in [61, 75, 76] for instance. Frames have varied in
length from 3 seconds to 10 seconds. Frames are often overlapped to avoid discontinuities.
Cycle based segmentation is found in [30, 77, 78]. Most researchers use peak finding methods
to detect heel strikes and segment on those boundaries. An estimate of the gait period based on
methods such as autocorrelation, help spurious peaks or valleys from entering this process [30].
Other cycle detection methods [79, 80] look for zero crossings or periods of low acceleration signal
corresponding to the stance phase. In [57] the signals are divided into individual steps and average
representations are created for odd and even steps separately to account for left/right asymmetry.
Most other research divide the signal into gait cycles (pair of consecutive steps).
Conflicting results are found regarding which of these segmentation strategies is better.
Nickel et al. [81], report EER reduction from 15.46% to 13.89% from cycle based segmentation to
frames using 36 subjects. Similarly Gafurov et al. report in [79] that EER decreases from 9% to 5%
between cycle based and frame based segmentations. Contrarily Hoang et al. [69] compare frames
of 3, 6 and 9 seconds with classification accuracies 87.88%, 87.78& and 84.73% with cycles of 2, 4
and 8 achieving accuracies of 92.26%, 94.93% and 90.94% respectively using 38 subjects.
3.2.2.3 Feature Generation
With frame based segmentation statistical features such as maximum, minimum, mean,
standard deviation, higher order statistics and histogram based features have been used [82, 54, 83].
Nickel et al. [84, 40, 76] use cepstral features such as Bark and Mel frequency coefficients in addition
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to statistical features. From the frequency domain, Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) features
are used in [68] and Fourier Transform features are used in [50]. Sprager and Zazula [85] use higher
order cumulants in preference to higher order moments.
Cycle based segmentation methods frequently use some sort of representative cycle as the
feature. The representative cycle is found by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) in Rong et al.’s
work [80] and medians in Gafurov’s [58]. Other works such as [30] simply use the individual cycles
as features.
Choi et al. [86] use features computed separately from the dynamic and static parts of the
gait cycle. The dynamic part is considered to be the portion where the jerk (time derivative of
acceleration) is high.
Features are normalized in frame based segmentation by dividing by the number of samples.
In cycle based scenarios, the cycles are resampled to have equal number of samples regardless of
their duration. In some cases amplitude normalization is also performed.
On the more exotic side, Trivino et al. [87] use features based on computational theory of
perceptions, Frank et al. [63] use time delay embeddings based on theory of dynamical systems and
Dehzangi et al. [88] use time frequency representations.
The problem associated with device orientation can be addressed algorithmically during
feature generation or the final comparison. The advantage of doing this during feature generation
is that the gallery data needs to processed only once and stored. Whereas if performed during
comparison, the steps need to be repeated for the gallery every time it is compared to a probe.
Some authors make use of orientation invariant features. In one extreme, Ren et al. [89] use
only the vertical component of the acceleration. Magnitude of the 3 dimensional vectors is used
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in [70, 73, 90, 88]. The magnitude representation loses the rich information content present in the
original 3 dimensional signal. Zhong et al. [91] employ Gait Dynamics Image (GDI) based on angle
between vectors with varying strides in the time series. The GDI method on the other hand suffers
from a significant increase in dimensionality for the same information content. Fourier transform
coefficients are used by Kobayashi et al. [66] to achieve rank-1 identification accuracy of less than
50% on a dataset with 58 subjects. According to Al-Naffakh et al. [56] frequency domain features
provide poorer performance compared to time domain features with EERs of 3.09% and 0.15%
respectively. In Crouse et al.’s work [72], the 3 dimensional signal is projected on the principal
eigenvector to achieve orientation invariance. In this situation also loss of information is expected
due to cosine being an even function.
Another approach of splitting the 3 dimensional signal into two components (one vertical
and the other in the terrestrial plane) has been used by several researchers [92, 93, 69].
3.2.2.4 Matching
Matching is the process of either a one-to-one comparison of the probe against the gallery
for the claimed identity for verification or one-to-many comparison of the probe against all galleries
to find the closest match(es) for identification. Scores based on various similarity/distance measures
or machine learning classifiers are generated for the probe gallery pair. For verification, the score
can be compared to a threshold to determine acceptance or rejection. For identification, identities
corresponding to the galleries are presented according to the sorted order of scores.
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Similarity measures generate higher scores for better matches. Cross-correlation has been
used as a similarity measure in [57, 71, 89, 58, 94, 80, 82]. Tanimoto similarity has been used
in [30, 29].
Distance measures on the contrary provide lower scores for better matches. They can be
used directly or as an aspect of computing more complex distance measures such as Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) or histogram similarity. Some examples are Manhattan or city block distance used
in [29, 70, 95], Euclidean distance in [62, 29, 47, 59, 60, 96, 48, 97]. Hoang et al. [98] uses Hamming
distance on binary templates.
The classifiers based on machine learning used are Support Vector Machines (SVM) in [85,
63, 49, 61, 72, 45, 49, 69, 68, 99, 100], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) by Nickel [40, 84, 101, 43,
81]. Frank et al [102] use random forest as a baseline to compare against TDEBOOST. Zhong et
al. [91, 42] use a combination of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Universal Background Model
(UBM) for classification. Watanabe [83] has used all 56 tools in the WEKA data mining toolset
and finds Radial Basis Functions (RBF) providing the best performance.
3.2.2.5 Performance
Considerable portion of the research in inertial gait authentication has been based on ad
hoc datasets of small size. Only since the year 2014 few publicly available datasets are emerging
with more than 100 subjects. Currently sufficient research has not been done using these datasets
to evaluate the progress of gait based authentication using inertial sensors. Hence comparison of
algorithms and covariates is discussed only if the same dataset is used.
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On a dataset of 10 subjects with data collections 16 days apart [44] reports rank-1 identi-
fication rates of 90% for same day and 59% for cross day. Muaa and Nickel [41] compare walking
speeds and surface performance across days. On same day, normal walk, fast walk and slow walk
have EERs of 16.26%, 18.25% and 21.16% respectively. But EERs increase to 29.39%, 33.81% and
35.31% for cross day with most of the 48 subjects wearing the same shoes. Similarly gravel, grass
and inclined surfaces have EERs of 12.00%, 27.15% and 37.24% for same day and 32.05%, 36.10%
and 35.18% for cross day. It is intriguing that the cross day performance for inclined surface is better
than same day performance. The main observation is that while the same day EERs (excluding
inclined surface) vary from 12% to 27% for same day, the cross day variations are 29% to 36%;
indicating that cross day performance is a challenge as seen in camera based gait also [21].
Juefei-Xu et al. [68] compare data collected at different walking speeds and report verification
performance of normal/normal 99.4, fast/fast 96.8% and normal/fast 61.1% at a FMR of 0.1% with
36 subjects. Zhong et al. [42] show an increase in EER from 3.89% to 7.22% between using only
normal pace and varying pace of walking.
Gafurov et al. consider 4 types of footwear as covariate in [59] and report EERs of 5.6%,
7.2%, 8.3% and 15.0% where the higher 2 results correspond to heavier footwear. Later on the same
dataset, by maintaining individual cycles instead of average cycles they reduce the EERs to 2.8%,
1.6%, 5% and 5.1% respectively [103].
Hoang et al. [49] report cross device identification accuracies of 92.03% and 90.68% when
data collected using one device is used for training and another device is used for testing on a dataset
of 14 subjects.
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Performance dependence on sensor location was analyzed in [60] with Location/Dataset
size/EER triplets given as Ankle/21/5.0% Arm/30/10.0% Hip/100/13.0% and Pocket/50/7.3%.
Since dataset sizes are different for each location, it is hard to determine if the change in performance
is due to the location or dataset size.
Gafurov et al. find in [58] that when subjects carry a 4 kg backpack, the EER increases
from 7.3% to 9.3% on a dataset of 50 subjects.
Accelerometer signals seem to provide better performance than gyroscope signals in general.
Johnston and Weiss [55] show identification accuracies of 79.2% and 69.1% and verification EERs
of 2.6% and 8.1% for accelerometer and gyroscope respectively on a dataset of 59 subjects.
3.2.2.6 Other Research
Some researchers have constructed biometric based encryption systems. Hoang et al. [104,
98] use gait signals acquired from inertial sensors to encrypt a key that serves as an authentication
factor.
Research regarding vulnerability of inertial gait systems to spoofing attacks is considered by
Gafurov et al. in [46, 90]. The conclusion is that minimal effort attack did not significantly increase
the EER from 13%, but attack by closest matching person increased the EER to 25%.
Iso and Yamazaki [105] use inertial signals to distinguish between gait based activities such
as walking, running and going up or down stairs. Derawi and Bours [70] distinguish between slow,
normal and fast paced walking. Mantyjarvi et al. [106] use multiple accelerometers to recognize the
gait activities of start/stop, level walking, walking up the stairs and walking down the stairs and
report recognition rates of 83% to 90%.
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CHAPTER 4 : A FRAMEWORK FOR INERTIAL GAIT AUTHENTICATION1
The steps involved in a generic biometric authentication algorithm are shown in Figure 3.3.
The following sections describe the implementation of these processes in the algorithm used for this
work. Various processes were designed keeping cost of computation as a primary concern.
The description of various symbols used in the following discussion are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Notation
Symbol Usage
N Number of samples in time series
A Accelerometer time series, 3×N matrix, each column vector is a sample
Ω Gyroscope time series, 3×N matrix, each column vector is a sample
S Generic signal, 3× n
α 3N × 1 column vector of acceleration from stacking transposed rows of A
ω 3N × 1 column vector of gyroscope from stacking transposed rows of Ω
τ Timestamps not necessarily uniformly spaced
t Uniformly spaced timestamps
g Subscript used for gallery
p Subscript used for probe
4.1 Preprocessing
The accelerometers built into smart devices, typically measure total acceleration, which
includes acceleration due to gravity (as a constant bias). To remove the bias due to gravity properly,
1Portions of this chapter were previously published in Ravichandran Subramanian, Sudeep Sarkar, Miguel
Labrador, Kristina Contino, Christopher Eggert, Omar Javed, Jiejie Zhu, and Hui Cheng. Orientation invariant
gait matching algorithm based on the kabsch alignment. In Identity, Security and Behavior Analysis (ISBA), 2015
IEEE International Conference on, pages 18. IEEE, 2015, and have been reproduced with permission from IEEE.
Portions of this chapter are covered by U.S. Patent 9,877,668 Sarkar, S., Subramanian, R. and Labrador, M.A.,
University of South Florida, 2018. Orientation invariant gait matching.
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the accelerometer needs to be calibrated and the calibration results depend upon the local gravity
field which varies from place to place over the earth. This is neither practical nor necessary for
authentication process. The Google sensor API provides a low pass filtering method to estimate the
direction of gravity in the form of a virtual accelerometer reading that has the gravity component
removed. This implementation uses such API functionality as part of preprocessing to remove
gravity bias.
The raw signal S(τ ) from the accelerometer or gyroscope consists of samples taken at
potentially non-uniform intervals due to the asynchronous sampling operation of integrated sensors
on a smart device. While the sensors try to maintain the nominal rate on average, the extent of
variation depends on the processing load of the processor in the device. Moreover the accelerometer
and gyroscope are sampled independently and may not have common timestamps. Carrying over all
the timestamps through all processing steps is inefficient in both in terms of memory and speed. To
address this issue, uniformly sampled versions of all sensor data is created using linear interpolation.
The same uniformly spaced timestamps are used for each sensor. An example of uniform sampling
is shown in Figure 4.1.
4.2 Segmentation
This implementation segments the sensor signals into gait cycles. The gallery and probe are
each split into overlapping gait cycles starting with each foot. The segmentation process is identical
for galleries and probes.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of uniform sampling.
The blue ’+’ symbols depict the non-uniformly sampled raw data. Observe that they line up with the vertical grid
lines (spaced 0.01 seconds apart) initially and become non-unifirmly spaced after 0.07 seconds. The red ’o’ symbols
represent uniform sampling and line up with the vertical grid lines. The most observable side effect of this resampling
is the shifting of peak locations. But the shift is limited to the uniform sampling interval and has no detrimental
effect on further processing.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of period estimate using autocorrelation.
The red ’x’ symbols show the discarded peaks in the autocorrelation signal. Since the autocorrelation is based on
the 3 dimensional acceleration signal, the peaks correspond to the full gait cycle. There are smaller peaks midway
corresponding to the step period. In this example the gait cycle period estimate is 1.11s.
4.2.1 Gait Cycle Period Estimation
The first step in the segmentation phase is to determine the approximate period of the
gait signal. This is achieved by finding peak location in the autocorrelation of the 3 dimensional
acceleration signal. Robustness of this process is enhanced by discarding all smaller peaks within
±0.2s from any given peak. Based on the empirical knowledge that the typical gait cycle period
is 0.9 to 1.1 seconds [107], the peak located closest to 1 second is selected and its location is used
as the period estimate for the current data sequence. Figure 4.2 illustrates the autorrelation signal
and the gait period estimate.
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4.2.2 Cycle Splitting
The next step is to break the gallery and probe signals into individual gait cycles based on
the estimated gait period. This process is performed by peak matching in the magnitude of the
accelerometer signal. The resulting cycle boundaries are used to split both the 3D accelerometer
and gyroscope signals into gait cycles.
First, peaks are located in the magnitude of the acceleration signal. Next all smaller peaks
within ±0.2s from any given peak are discarded. Each of the remaining peaks is matched to a
following peak that is within ±20% of the estimated gait period, to generate a gait cycle. If no
such peak is found, no gait cycle is generated. Result of cycle splitting is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The peaks in the accelerometer signal are generated due to the high impact forces caused during
heel strike. Notice that the acceleration magnitude of peaks corresponding to even gait cycles are
only about half of the peaks corresponding to the odd gait cycles. This indicates that the sensor
was close to one side of the body and the heel strikes from that side were transmitted to the sensor
without much loss. Whereas the heel strikes from the other leg are attenuated due damping effects
of extra body parts in the transmission path.
4.2.3 Length Normalization
Variations in walking speed cause gait cycles to be of varying durations and result in differ-
ent number of samples per gait cycle. While computationally complex distance measures such as
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) can accommodate these variations, this implementation resamples
all gait cycles to have the same number of samples. Each gait cycle is resampled to produce 102
samples, using linear interpolation.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of cycle splitting.
The magnitude of the accelerometer signal is shown in blue, with the red ’x’ symbols indicating the discarded peaks.
The gait cycles corresponding to either foot is shown with black ’+’ and ’o’ symbols. The cycles were generated using
an estimated gait cycle period period of 1.11s.
4.3 Orientation Invariant Feature Generation
Conceptually it is easier to describe orientation invariance in terms of feature generation.
The feature generation is done for each gait cycle independently. The baseline features are the
3D accelerometer/gyroscope signals corresponding to each gait cycle. The MAG method uses the
magnitude of the 3D signals as features. The PCA, VCP and KAB methods find 3 dimensional
rotation matrices to transform the accelerometer/gyroscope signals and use them as features. The
rGDI method uses the dot product of pairs of vectors separated by various strides in each signal
(accelerometer/gyroscope) as rotation invariant features. Details of these methods are given in
Chapter 5.
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4.4 Matching
The features corresponding to each gait cycle in the probe are matched against the features
of each gait cycle in the gallery and the best match score is selected as the score for the probe,
gallery pair. To compare features corresponding to a pair of gallery and probe cycles, the features
are arranged into 1-dimensional column vectors sg and sp representing one gallery cycle and one
probe cycle respectively. The Tanimoto similarity between sg and sp is computed as:
T (sg, sp) =
sg
Tsp
sgTsg + spTsp − sgTsp (4.1)
For signals that are similar, the value of this measure will be close to 1 and less if they are dissimilar.
Of the many measures tried in an earlier experiment, Tanmimoto similarity gave the best results.
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CHAPTER 5 : STRATEGIES FOR ORIENTATION INVARIANCE2
The resampled data from the gallery and probe is used to generate orientation compensated
features. All the methods except KAB, process gallery cycles and probe cycles independently. So for
these methods the gallery features can be generated and stored ahead of time. The probe features
are generated during the matching process. But for the KAB method, the rotation matrix as a
function of the gallery and probe cycles is used to rotate the probe cycle data. This can be done
only at the matching time.
One gallery cycle and one unaligned probe cycle for the same subject are presented in
Figure 5.1 to illustrate the need for orientation alignment. The five methods considered in this
dissertation are described here, along with figures showing the application of these methods to the
same signals shown in Figure 5.1 for illustration.
The improved alignment of probe cycle and gallery cycle results in higher similarity scores.
This happens regardless of whether the probe and gallery belong to the same subject or not. In
datasets collected with fixed sensor orientation relative to the subject, the genuine scores do not
increase because the probe and gallery are already aligned due to fixed sensor orientation. The
impostor scores see a slight increase because the difference in gait pattern is perceived as a difference
in orientation and minimized by the Kabsch method. In datasets collected with unrealistic fixed
orientation settings, this is observed as a small performance reduction.
2Portions of this chapter are covered by U.S. Patent 9,877,668 Sarkar, S., Subramanian, R. and Labrador, M.A.,
University of South Florida, 2018. Orientation invariant gait matching.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.1: Baseline gallery and probe signals with orientation change.
The accelerometer and gyroscope signals corresponding to one gait cycle of the same subject are shown in this figure.
The blue, green and red plots respectively represent the X, Y and Z components of the signal in the device coordinates.
(a) Accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (b) Accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the probe.
(c) Gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (d) Gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the probe. While
the Y (green) component is similar between the gallery and probe, the X (blue) and Z (red) components are inverted
between the gallery and probe. This indicates a 180° rotation about the Y axis between the gallery and probe.
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5.1 Kabsch Rotation (KAB)
Consider two different foldings of a protein molecule whose similarity needs to be evaluated.
They have the same number of each type of atom, but are possibly arranged in different spatial
configurations. One can represent the position of atoms in each molecule as vectors in a coordinate
system with origin at the center (geometric center or center of mass) of the molecule and evaluate the
similarity in terms of differences between the two sets of vectors translated to a common coordinate
system. But this measure will be affected by the rotational alignment of the molecules relative to
their individual coordinate systems. To make a sensible comparison, one of the molecules needs to
be aligned to the other using a meaningful rotation. Wolfgang Kabsch devised such a method [108]
in the context of crystallography. The Kabsch algorithm computes a rotation matrix that minimizes
the least square error of alignment after the rotation.
This method can be applied to align any two sets of n-dimensional vectors, P and Q of equal
cardinality, with a one-to-one mapping between their elements. This property makes the Kabsch
method applicable to aligning the probe time series with the gallery time series. For proteins, the
identity of an atom and its bonding partners serve to make the one-to-one correspondence. In the
case of time series data, the temporal ordering serves as the correspondence.
The following justification of the Kabsch method based on [109] is for 3 dimensions, but the
same argument holds for any dimension.
Let time series of R3 column vectors pi and qi, be elements of 2 sets of equal cardinality
represented by the 3 × N matrices P and Q. Find 3 × 3 rotation matrix R that minimizes the
Frobenius norm ‖P −RQ‖2.
R = arg min
Rˆ
‖P − RˆQ‖2 (5.1)
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The Frobenius norm of a matrix is the square root of the sum of squares of the matrix entries
and represents the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the vector sets, with the magnitude
of the pairwise vector differences as errors. The square of the Frobenius norm of a matrix can be
found by multiplying the matrix with its transpose and summing the diagonal entries. The sum of
diagonal entries of a square matrix is called its trace. A simple but familiar example is finding the
magnitude of a row vector r by taking the square root of its dot product with itself, where the dot
product is found by multiplying the row vector with its transpose.
|r| =
√
rrT (5.2)
Minimizing Frobenius norm is same as minimizing its square. Hence equation 5.1 can be reformu-
lated as finding R that minimizes the trace of
M = (P −RQ)(P −RQ)T (5.3)
Since M is symmetric, RHS of Equation 5.3 can be replaced by its transpose giving
M = (P −RQ)T (P −RQ) (5.4)
M = P TP +QTRTRQ− P TRQ−QTRTP (5.5)
Since the transpose of a rotation matrix is its inverse, the RRT factor in the second term in the
RHS of Equation 5.5 becomes unity and can be dropped.
M = P TP +QTQ− P TRQ−QTRTP (5.6)
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In Equation 5.6, the first two terms on the RHS are independent of R and do not contribute to the
minimization. The last two terms have the same trace, because they are mutual transposes ( have
the same diagonal entries). So the optimization problem in Equation 5.1 is equivalent to finding
rotation matrix R that maximizes the trace of QTRTP .
QTRTP is made of dot product of vectors qi and versions of pi that have been rotated using
RT . The same dot product is achieved with vectors pi and versions of qi that have been rotated
using R based on the fact that the inverse of RT is R. So the rotation matrix R should maximize
the trace of RQTP .
Using SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) on the product QTP ,
RQTP = RV SW T (5.7)
where V and W are orthogonal 3× 3 matrices and S is a diagonal 3× 3 matrix with non-negative
real entries (squared eigenvalues of QTP arranged in decreasing order).
Since S is a diagonal matrix it can be moved to the front of the product, giving the quantity
to be maximized as the trace of
RQTP = S(RVW T ) = S(T ) (5.8)
The diagonal of the RHS of Equation 5.8 is simply the product of corresponding diagonal entries
of S and the product in parentheses T . The entries of S are result of SVD of QTP and are
independent of R. T being a product of orthogonal matrices is orthogonal itself and the maximum
value its diagonal entries can take is 1, making other entries 0. This implies that T is an identity
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matrix. Based on Equation 5.8, R is the inverse of VW T , yielding the optimal rotation matrix
R = WV T (5.9)
In the above steps the only constraint imposed upon R was orthogonality in Equation 5.5. As a
result, R could still contain a reflection component (determinant −1). The solution is to compute
the final R as
R = W

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 c
V
T (5.10)
selecting c to make the determinant of R equal +1. This implies the optimal value can only be
attained using reflections, but the next optimal value (less by twice the square of the smallest
eigenvalue) is attained with the sign change.
Recasting the above justification in terms of rotating the (3 ×N) probe signal Sp to align
with the (3×N) gallery signal Sg , compute 3× 3 matrix
A = Sp
TSg (5.11)
Perform SVD on A obtaining V and W such that
A = V SW T (5.12)
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Compute R using Equation 5.9, and compute the rotated probe r as
r = RSp (5.13)
In this implementation, the gallery accelerometer signal Ag (3×N) and gyroscope signal Ωg
(3×N) are concatenated to give combined gallery signal Sg (3×2N). The probe signal Sp (3×2N)
is generated likewise. The result of alignment using Kabsch rotation is shown in Figure 5.2.
5.2 Vector Cross Product (VCP)
In devices that have both an accelerometer and gyroscope, their readings are relative to the
same (device) coordinate system. The mean vectors from the accelerometer and gyroscope can be
used to derive a coordinate system that is dependent only on the directional relationship between
the two mean vectors and independent of device orientation.
The rotation matrix R is designed to place the X-axis along the mean acceleration vector
A¯, and the Y axis perpendicular to both the mean acceleration vector A¯ and the mean gyroscope
vector Ω¯. The uncertainty in the rotation matrix increases with small values of the mean vectors.
Since full gait cycle typically produces small values for the means, the mean vectors A¯ and Ω¯ are
computed using only the first half of the samples in the time-series.
If uA is the unit vector along the direction of mean acceleration and uΩ is the unit vector
along the direction of the mean gyroscope, R is computed as follows:
u1 = uA (5.14)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.2: Gallery and probe signals adjusted for orientation using KAB.
The accelerometer and gyroscope signals of the gallery cycle shown in Fig. 5.1 and the Kabsch rotated accelerometer
and gyroscope signals of the probe cycle shown in Fig. 5.1 are shown here. The blue, green and red plots respectively
represent the X, Y and Z components of the signal. (a) Accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the gallery.
(b) Accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the probe. (c) Gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the gallery.
(d) Gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the probe. The gallery and probe signals show the alignment of the
transformed probe coordinate system to the gallery coordinate system.
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u2 = uA × uΩ (5.15)
u3 = u1 × u2 (5.16)
R =

u1
T
u2
T
u3
T
 (5.17)
The VCP aligned signals of gallery and probe of the same subject are shown in Figure 5.3.
5.3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis determines an ordered set of orthogonal axes called the prin-
cipal component representation of given data. This data representation maximizes the data variance
along the first principal axis, the remaining variance is maximized along the second principal axis
and so on. This results in zero covariance along distinct pairs of principal axes. Thus the principal
axes are dependent only on the relative distribution of the data and not on the coordinate system
in which it is represented.
Because data variance is concentrated along the lower numbered principal axes, the higher
numbered axes mostly represent noise. This fact has been used to reorient the dataset in a space
that has the dimensions corresponding to the number of features in each data point. The PCA
concept also has been used to reduce the dimensionality of data after reorientation. This is the
concept behind eigenfaces [110] and eigensteps [62].
PCA can be applied to data in a gait cycle to determine a coordinate system independent of
device coordinate system. To illustrate the difference between the application of PCA on an entire
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.3: Gallery and probe signals adjusted for orientation using VCP.
The vector cross product (VCP) transformation of the accelerometer and gyroscope signals shown in Fig. 5.1 are
shown here. The blue, green and red plots respectively represent the X, Y and Z components of the signal in the
transformed coordinate system. (a) Accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (b) Accelerometer signal
for one gait cycle from the probe. (c) Gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (d) Gyroscope signal for
one gait cycle from the probe. The gallery and probe signals show a greater similarity in the VCP transformed form.
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dataset as in eigensteps, and for orientation independence, consider a data set of 50 gait cycles
each with 100 samples of 3D accelerometer data. For eigensteps, the PCA is performed on 50, 100
dimensional vectors. For orientation invariance, PCA is performed on each gait cycle with 100, 3D
vectors in 3 dimensional space. To date there is no indication that PCA has been used by others
for orientation invariance in inertial sensor based gait authentication.
The rotation matrix R is the matrix of eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the mean
subtracted acceleration time series A. The same rotation matrix computed based on the centered
acceleration data is used to rotate the centered gyroscope data. Since it is possible for the resulting
matrix to include a reflection of a pair of axes, additional versions of the rotated gallery data are
generated to include the 3 possible reflections. A single version of the probe is generated in a similar
manner and compared against all the 4 versions of the gallery data. The PCA aligned signals of
gallery and probe of the same subject are shown in Figure 5.4.
5.4 Reduced Gait Dynamics Image (rGDI)
The idea behind Gait Dynamics Image (GDI) is that projection of one vector along another
is invariant when the both the vectors are rotated together. This is used in [91] to generate rotation
invariant representation of the acceleration and gyroscope time series. The GDI is an arrangement
of projections between all vector pairs in the time series. With 102 entries in the time series, there
are 102 projections with zero stride (each vector with itself), there are 101 projections with a stride
of 1 and in general (102−n) projections with a stride of n. This results in 102×1032 = 5253 entries in
the full GDI. In the case of 3D vectors, projections along 3 independent axes completely determine
the rotation, consequently the full GDI contains an excessive amount of redundant information. To
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.4: Gallery and probe signals adjusted for orientation using PCA.
The Principal components of the accelerometer and gyroscope signals shown in Fig. 5.1 are shown here. The
blue, green and red plots respectively represent the first, second and third principal components of the signal. (a)
Accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (b) Accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the probe.
(c) Gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (d) Gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the probe. The
gallery and probe signals show a greater similarity in the principal component transformed form.
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reduce this redundancy, the reduced GDI, uses only strides 0 through 7. This results in 788 entries,
which is only 15% of the full GDI entries. The rGDI features are shown in Figure 5.5.
5.5 Magnitude (MAG)
The magnitude is the L2 norm of each 3D vector in the time series.
M [i] =
√
(Sx[i])2 + (Sy[i])2 + (Sz[i])2 (5.18)
where Sx,Sy and Sz are the 3D components of the accelerometer or gyroscope signal. An illustration
of the magnitudes of accelerometer and gyroscope signals corresponding to one gait cycle from the
gallery and probe of the same subject is shown in Figure 5.6.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.5: Gallery and probe signals adjusted for orientation using rGDI.
The 788 features of the reduced Gait Dynamics Image (rGDI) corresponding to each of the accelerometer and
gyroscope signals shown in Fig. 5.1 are shown here. (a) Accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (b)
Accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the probe. (c) Gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (d)
Gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the probe. The rGDI features of the gallery and probe signals show a great
similarity.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6: Gallery and probe signals adjusted for orientation using MAG.
The magnitudes of the accelerometer and gyroscope signals shown in Fig. 5.1 are shown here. (a) Magnitude of the
accelerometer signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (b) Magnitude of the accelerometer signal for one gait cycle
from the probe. (c) Magnitude of the gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the gallery. (d) Magnitude of the
gyroscope signal for one gait cycle from the probe. Based on the magnitude representation, the accelerometer signals
are similar between the gallery and probe and the gyroscope signal is similar between the gallery and probe. The
rotation invariance has been achieved at the cost of 3 dimensional signals being reduced to one dimension.
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CHAPTER 6 : THE USF-PDA DATASET3
6.1 Overview
The USF-PDA data set was collected under a grant (FA8750-13-C-0265) from Air Force
Research Laboratories (AFRL) in view of collecting data for development of gait based authenti-
cation algorithms. The data collection was performed using a process approved by the USF IRB#
Ame3_Pro00012457 and AFRL IRB# FWR20130200X. The data collection period was from Febru-
ary 21 2014 to June 12, 2014 at the University of South Florida (USF) Tampa campus. A majority
of the subjects were students, staff and faculty of USF.
6.2 Data Statistics
Data was collected from a total 101 subjects. The gender, age and height distribution of
the subjects is given in Table 6.1. 45 of these subjects participated in only a single session. The
remaining 56 subjects participated in two sessions that were separated by up to 8 weeks. Details of
interval between data collection sessions is given in Table 6.2.
3Portions of this chapter were previously published in Ravichandran Subramanian, Sudeep Sarkar, Miguel
Labrador, Kristina Contino, Christopher Eggert, Omar Javed, Jiejie Zhu, and Hui Cheng. Orientation invariant
gait matching algorithm based on the kabsch alignment. In Identity, Security and Behavior Analysis (ISBA), 2015
IEEE International Conference on, pages 18. IEEE, 2015, and have been reproduced with permission from IEEE.
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Table 6.1: Gender, age and height distribution of 101 subjects.
Gender
Female 38
Male 63
Age (years)
18 to 20 26
21 to 30 58
31 to 50 10
51 to 64 6
Unspecified 1
Height (cm)
110 to 120 1
151 to 160 16
161 to 170 33
171 to 180 34
181 to 200 17
Table 6.2: Distribution of elapsed time between data collection sessions.
Time elapsed # subjects
< 1 week 19
≤ 1 week and < 2 weeks 14
≤2 week and < 3 weeks 14
≤3 week and < 8 weeks 9
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Figure 6.1: Image of the Google Nexus 5 phone displaying the data collection screen.
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6.3 Data Collection Device and Application
Table 6.3: Android device sensor description.
Sensor Type Description
Total acceleration Physical Acceleration including gravity along 3 axes
Gyroscope Physical Rate of rotation about 3 axes
Gravity Virtual Estimate of the components of acceleration due to gravity
Linear acceleration Virtual Total acceleration less gravity
Magnetic field Physical Strength of magnetic field along 3 axes
Orientation Virtual Pitch, Roll and Yaw relative to terrestrial plane
Sound level Physical Indicative of the surrounding noise
Proximity Physical Coarse indicator of distance to nearby objects
Description of physical and virtual sensors on the Google Nexus 5 phone from which data was collected.
The sensor data was collected using several Google Nexus 5 phones. A custom application
was developed to capture the subject and activity details along with the sensor data. The device
displaying the data capture screen is shown in Figure 6.1. The application sampled the sensors
shown in Table 6.3 at a nominal rate of 100 Hz and created a comma separated text file which was
saved internally.
For each subject, during each session the activities listed in Table 6.4 were collected. Each
activity is a combination of Phone home location, Subject action and Phone action. For each activity
during a session, the phone was setup with the subject identity and activity number, placed in the
data collection mode and placed at the phone home location. The subject, while performing the
subject activity picked up the phone if needed, completed the specified phone activity and returned
the phone to the phone home location. The data collection mode was turned off and the data saved
internally to the phone. Each subject used the same phone for all activities during a given session.
At the end of each day the data was oﬄoaded from the phones and backed up to the server.
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Table 6.4: The activities.
Activity ID Home location Subject action Phone action
1 Table Sitting Talk
2 Table Sitting Text
3 Table Standing Talk
4 Table Standing Text
5 Pocket Sitting Talk
6 Pocket Sitting Text
7 Pocket Standing Talk
8 Pocket Standing Text
9 Holster Sitting Talk
10 Holster Sitting Text
11 Holster Standing Talk
12 Holster Standing Text
13 Pocket Walk NONE
14 Pocket Walk Talk
15 Pocket Walk Text
16 Holster Walk NONE
17 Holster Walk Talk
18 Holster Walk Text
Home location is the location of the phone when the subject is not using it. Subject action is the action performed
by the subject during the activity. Phone action is the mode of phone usage, if any. Note that during activity IDs
(#1 - #12) the subject does not walk. Only activity IDs (#13 - #18) involve gait.
6.3.1 Non-gait Activities
The first twelve activities do not involve any walking on the part of the subject and are
considered non-gait activities. Since no significant subject motion is involved during the non-gait
subject actions activities, the subject had to perform a phone action (either texting or talking).
6.3.2 Gait Activities
Similar to the non-gait activities, the phone started at the phone home location after being
setup for data collection. For each gait activity, the subject walked the path shown in Figure 6.2,
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the walking path taken by subjects.
The subjects walked around this path was walked 3 times for each activity. The section of signal roughly corresponding
to the first straight segment of the path from first loop in activities 13 and 16 was used as gallery.
three times at a natural pace. The specified phone activity was performed by the subject approx-
imately during the second walk around the path and the phone was returned to the phone home
location.
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CHAPTER 7 : EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS4
7.1 USF-PDA Dataset
7.1.1 Experiments
Six experiments were designed to study algorithm performance by choosing gallery and
probes with different characteristics. The galleries always came from activities that involved no
phone action (13 or 16 in Table 6.4) corresponding to the first session for the subject. The gallery
data is from the first straight segment of the walk (see Figure 6.2) for these activities. The probes
were formed from the remaining walking portion of activities 13 and 16, and the walk-only parts of
remaining gait activities (14, 15, 17 and 18). For same day evaluation, probes came from the first
session (same session as gallery). For cross day evaluation the probes came from the second session
(different session from gallery). The probe portion of the data is split into 5 second segments to
generate probes. The six experiments are as follows:
• Experiment 1 (Same day, Hoslter, No repositoining): For this experiment, both the gallery
and probes are from activity 16 during first session. In this case, the phone orientation is
not expected to change much between the gallery and probe collection due to it being in the
holster.
4Portions of this chapter were previously published in Ravichandran Subramanian, Sudeep Sarkar, Miguel
Labrador, Kristina Contino, Christopher Eggert, Omar Javed, Jiejie Zhu, and Hui Cheng. Orientation invariant
gait matching algorithm based on the kabsch alignment. In Identity, Security and Behavior Analysis (ISBA), 2015
IEEE International Conference on, pages 18. IEEE, 2015, and have been reproduced with permission from IEEE.
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• Experiment 2 (Same Day, Pocket, No repositioning): For this experiment, both the gallery
and probes are from activity 13 during the first session. Here the phone was not repositioned
between the gallery and probe collection.
• Experiment 3 (Same day, Holster, With repositioning): For this experiment, the gallery is
from activity 16 of the first session and the probes are from activities 16, 17 and 18 of the
first session. In this experiment, the phone is removed and replaced in the holster, between
the collection of the gallery and some of the probes.
• Experiment 4 (Same day, Pocket, With repositioning): For this experiment, the gallery is
from activity 13 of the first session and the probes are from activities 13, 14 and 15 of teh
first session. In this experiment, the phone is removed and replaced in the pocket, between
the collection of the gallery and some of the probes.
• Experiment 5 (Cross day, Holster, With repositioning): For this experiment, the gallery is
from activity 16 of the first session and the probes are from activities 16, 17 and 18 of the
second session. This involves a few days separation between gallery and probe data collection
and changes several covariates such as clothing, phone positioning.
• Experiment 6 (Cross day, Pocket, With repositioning): For this experiment, the gallery is
from activity 13 of the first session and the probes are from activities 13, 14 and 15 of the
second session. This involves a few days separation between gallery and probe data collection
and changes several covariates such as clothing, phone positioning. Because of placement in
pocket, this experiment includes a greater variability than Experiment 5 where the phone was
placed in the holster.
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7.1.2 Results
Since experiment 1 (Same Day, Holster, No repositioning) and experiment 2 (Same day,
Pocket, No repositoining) involve no repositioning of the phone, the baseline EER is low (about
7%). The orientation compensation methods show higher EERs (8.6% to 11%). This is because
in the case of MAG valuable 3D information is lost. The other methods try to increase the match
scores by alignment; the genuine matches already being aligned, do not benefit from this process
but the impostor match scores are increased due to alignment.
Experiment 3 (Same day, Holster, With repositioning) has higher baseline EER (15.2%) than
experiments 1 and 2, but relatively low compared to the remaining experiments. This is because
the gallery and probe data were collected on the same day and the home location of the phone
was the holster. The holster is normally placed in a nearly fixed location and orientation when the
clothing does not change. At 95% confidence level the orientation compensation methods produce
EER (14.9% to 17.1%), similar to the baseline EER.
Experiment 4 (Same day, Pocket, With repositioning) has higher baseline EER (20.0%) than
experiment 3. Even though both experiments 3 and 4 have gallery and probes from the same day,
repositioning the phone in the pocket allows a greater orientation change than repositioning in the
holster. In this experiment, the benefits of the compensation methods are clearly apparent. All
compensation methods produce lower EERs (15.8% to 17.2%) than baseline within 95% confidence
interval.
Experiment 5 (Cross day, Holster, With repositioning) has baseline EER 32.6% due to the
gallery and probes coming from different days. All alignment methods except KAB have EERs
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Figure 7.1: Comparative performance of algorithms on USF-PDA dataset.
The EER% along with the 95% confidence interval error bars for the baseline and five orientation compensation
methods of the six experiments on the USF-PDA dataset are shown here. Experiments 1 and 2 do not involve
repositioning of the phone, hence all the compensation methods produce higher EER’s compared to the baseline.
Experiment 3, even though it involves repositioning, it is on the same day and in holster. This has almost the same
effect as no repositioning. The results are similar to experiments 1 and 2. Experiment 4 is same day in pocket.
This results in orientation changes as shown in higher baseline EER compared to experiments 1, 2 and 3. The
compensation methods lower the EER considerably. Experiments 5 and 6 are cross day and have the highest baseline
EERs. In these two experiments, the KAB method provides the most reduction in EER.
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30.4% to 33.3%, which is similar to the baseline EER in the 95% confidence interval. KAB has a
significantly lower EER of 25.3%.
Experiment 6 (Cross day, Pocket, With repositioning) has baseline EER 37.7% due to the
gallery and probes coming from different days and the home location being the pocket allowing
significant orientation changes. All alignment methods have EERs 24.6% to 29.0%, which is signif-
icantly lower than the baseline EER in the 95% confidence interval.
The EERs for the six experiments are shown in Figure 7.1.
7.2 OU-ISIR-2 Inertial Gait Dataset
This data is fully described in [29, 39]. Inertial gait data was collected from several hundred
subjects by placing IMUZ sensors on the left, right and center (back) of the hip. The subjects
performed 2 sessions each of level walk, up-slope walk and down-slope walks. The data is divided
into 2 subsets OU-ISIR-1 and OU-ISIR-2. The first subset contains automatically segmented level
walk data from center IMUZ for 744 subjects. The second subset contains manually segmented data
from all 3 IMUZs for all walks from 495 subjects. In this evaluation only the level walk from all 3
IMUZs in the second subset (OU-ISIR-2) are used. Only the 483 subjects that had data across all
3 IMUZs are considered.
7.2.1 Experiments
Since there are 2 sessions and 3 IMUZ sensors, the first session of each sensor was used as the
gallery against the second session of each sensor as probe, resulting in 9 experiments (C1C2, L1L2,
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R1R2, C1L2, C1R2, L1C2, L1R2, R1C2 and R1L2). For example the experiment C1L2 stands for
gallery from Center sensor session 1 and probe from Left sensor session 2.
7.2.2 Results
In a similar manner to the USF-PDA dataset, the 3 experiments C1C2, L1L2 and R1R2
where the gallery and probes are from the same sensor (there is no change in orientation), the
baseline EERs are low 3.6% to 4.6%. The alignment methods produce EERs in the range 4.4% to
10.4% which is equal to or higher than the baseline. In the remaining six experiments that involve
sensor orientation change between the gallery and probes, the effects of alignment is clearly visible.
The baseline average EER for the 6 experiments is 33.4%. The 4 alignment methods (MAG, PCA,
VCP, rGDI) other than KAB produce average EERs of 21.6%, 23.1%, 28.9%and 23.0% respectively.
The average EER due the KAB method is 18.9%. When there is an orientation change, all alignment
methods produce lower EERs than the baseline EER to 95% confidence. The EERs for the nine
experiments are shown in Figure 7.2
7.3 OU-ISIR-1 Inertial Gait Dataset
7.3.1 Experiments
This corresponds to the first subset of OU-ISIR inertial gait dataset, with automatically seg-
mented level walk data from center IMUZ for 744 subjects for two sessions. Since data was collected
with fixed position and orientation of the sensor there is no change in orientation involved between
the two sessions. But results from other researchers are available on this dataset for comparison.
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Figure 7.2: Comparative performance of algorithms on OU-ISIR-2 dataset.
The EER% along with the 95% confidence interval error bars for the baseline and five orientation compensation
methods of the nine experiments on the OU-ISIR dataset are shown here. Experiments 1, 2 and 3 use sensors in
same orientation for gallery and probe, hence all the compensation methods produce higher EER’s compared to the
baseline. Experiments 4 through 9 use sensors with different orientations for gallery and probe. This results in higher
baseline EER compared to experiments 1, 2 and 3. In most of these experiments the compensation methods lower
the EER considerably.
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Table 7.1: EER of various algorithms on OU-ISIR-1.
Algorithm EER% ± 95% CIAccel. Gyro. Fused
Derawi [29, 64] 14.3 - -
Rong [29, 80] 14.3 - -
Gafurov [29, 103] 15.8 - -
Yagi [29] - 20.2 -
Zhong [91] Inner product 8.9 11.3 7.1
Zhong [91] Cosine similarity 6.8 10.9 5.6
[30] This work (no alignment) 6.6 ±1.0 8.7 ±1.6 6.3 ±1.1
[30] This work (Kabsch alignment) 7.1 ±1.9 9.6 ±1.3 6.8 ±1.5
The first 4 rows are results reported in [29] based on algorithms described in [64, 80, 103, 29]. Entries marked with -
were not reported.
Only results from the Kabsch method are compared on this dataset. The only experiment with this
dataset uses the first session as gallery and the session as probe.
7.3.2 Results
Results from the Kabsch method and other published results on this dataset are shown in
Table 7.1. Kabsch method and GDI based methods presented in Zhong et al.’s paper [91] show
significant improvement over results presented by Ngo et al. in [29]. Kabsch method and GDI
based methods [91] show that, the gyroscope results are poorer compared accelerometer results, but
sensor fusion achieves a small improvement.
7.4 McGill Inertial Dataset
The McGill dataset [102] is based on data from 2 sessions of 20 subjects. The sessions took
place on different days. Only accelerometer data was collected using naturally placed smartphones.
The sampling rate was approximately 28Hz.
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Table 7.2: Identification accuracies on McGill dataset.
Algorithm Identification accuracySame day Different day
[91] Magnitude (baseline) 67.5% 32.5%
[91] Inner product 87.5% 61.3%
[91] Cosine similarity 85.0% 66.3%
[30] This work (no alignment) 96.2% 35.3%
[30] This work (Kabsch alignment) 96.5% 67.5%
7.4.1 Experiments
In this dataset also only the Kabsch method is compared against other published results.
Since other researchers had published identification results on this dataset, the only experiment is
performed in the identification context. The first 1500 samples (≈54 seconds) of the gait pattern as
gallery. The next 1500 samples (≈54 seconds) were taken to generate 5 second long probes. For same
day evaluation, probes from first session were compared against gallery from first session and probes
from second session were compared against gallery from second day. For different day evaluation
probes were compared against gallery from different session. This is similar to the evaluation of this
dataset presented by Zhong et al. in [91].
7.4.2 Results
Results are presented in terms of identification accuracy in Table 7.2. The same day results
(with and without alignment) from this work are considerably better than that shown by Zhong in
[91]. Different day results (with and without rotation alignment) of this work appear marginally
better than their results.
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7.5 Discussion
The results from the experiments on various datasets presented above clearly show that
orientation compensation methods improve the performance of inertial gait based authentication
systems. The improvement is significant especially in cross day comparisons, where several other
covariates than mere orientation difference come into play. Of particular mention is that the Kabsch
method outperforms the other orientation invariance methods. Even the baseline method without
orientation compensation shows improved performance over similar methods shown in Table 7.1.
This indicates that the other areas of the implementation such as cycle splitting and matching are
performing well.
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CHAPTER 8 : CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 Conclusions
To address the need for orientation invariance in inertial sensor based gait authentication
three methods were presented that were never before used for this purpose. A more efficient version
of another published method, using only 15% of the features as the original method giving equivalent
performance was also described. These methods were evaluated on some of the largest available
datasets and show that change in device orientation is a tractable problem.
The results based on the USF-PDA dataset seem to concur with the results on other large
databases, indicating its appropriateness for evaluation of other aspects of inertial sensors based
authentication applications, such as segmentation and matching techniques.
Most extant research appears to be based on small datasets that have been used only in one
publication. This could be indicative of the difficulties in collecting good quality data under proper
controls. In the few situations where there is more than one publication based on a dataset, the
publications are typically from the same research group. This suggests that the data once collected
is not made available or the availability is not advertised.
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8.2 Future Work
These orientation invariance methods could be applied to other applications using data from
inertial sensors such as action recognition or continuous authentication. The USF-PDA set would
be a good starting point for this purpose.
Making the well annotated USF-PDA dataset available for other researchers would facilitate
further research by obviating the need to collect data collect of good quality. This would also help
identify difference in the characteristics of available public datasets.
The inertial sensor signals corresponding to he portion of gait activities when the device
is held in hand (texting and talking) have much smaller signal strength compared to signals when
the device is in pocket or holster. Evaluating authentication performance on these segments would
help in determining the need for new techniques and the applicability of inertial gait during these
activities.
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